Evoked stapedius reflex and compound action potential thresholds versus most comfortable loudness level: assessment of their relation for charge-based fitting strategies in implant users.
The main goal of the present study was to assess the feasibility of using evoked stapedius reflex (eSR) and evoked compound action potential (eCAP) thresholds to create speech processor programs for children using Med-El Maestro software. The secondary goals were (1) to compare the eSR and eCAP thresholds recorded using charge units in experienced adults fitted with Med-El Pulsar CI100 cochlear implants with most comfortable loudness levels (MCLs) obtained for the apical, medial and basal electrodes, and (2) to compare eSR and eCAP thresholds for the apical, medial and basal electrodes between adults and children. Fourteen children and 16 adults participated in the study. eSR and eCAP thresholds were measured in both groups using the auditory nerve response telemetry algorithm, with MCL being behaviourally measured only in the adult group. In the adult population, the correlation between eSR threshold and MCL was better for apical, medial and basal electrodes than that between eCAP threshold and MCL. There was no significant difference in the means obtained for eCAP and eSR thresholds in children and adults for any of the electrodes tested. This finding suggests that in children, the correlations between eCAP thresholds and MCL values, and those between eSR thresholds and MCL values are not lower than those generally found in adults. Although the eSR threshold is a better predictor of MCL values, both eSR and eCAP thresholds can be useful tools for assisting with map creation for children.